
Tim, the Tech Guy

Title:

Demographic:

Indentifiers:

Says things like:

Goals

Challenges

What we can do

Common objectives

 Director of Technology, CTO

Male
35-65
Varying degrees of tenure

Direct + to the point

Smartest person in the room

They have  the answer

I am overwhelmed

I have too much on my plate

I don’t know what my techs are
doing

So much red tape

My hands are tied

Primary Goal: to ensure staff and students have

what they need to be successful and making sure

that “I” can give them what they need

They want to be the rockstar making sure nothing

breaks, avoiding stopping instruction at all cost

Risk averse 

Accountability

Feel like they don’t have the resources they

need to be successful (manpower,

infrastructure, superintendent support,

resources to beg borrow and steal)

Overworked and underpaid (understaffed)

IT: Give them accurate counts, financial

commitments in buckets, forecasting and ROI,

oversight and accountability for staff and students 

GH: Insight into what is happening at a district

level, problem types with devices, highlights gaps,

data to back resource needs

Overwhelmed – starting up a new system, don’t

have enough bandwidth for implementation

Price – perception of overpriced because of large

district focus 

Having a system that they are contractually

obligated to, can’t break the commitment



Paula, the Purchaser

Title:

Demographic:

Indentifiers:

Says things like:

Goals

Challenges

What we can do

Common objectives

Finance, CFO

Female

45-65

Likes a to-do list 

Likes an agenda 

Organized

Attends board meetings

Handles POs, invoicing, contracts

Interested in fixed assets, gap

reporting or structural reporting,

depreciation

I have to get approval

Have you talked to “x” 

Our hands are tied

That’s in/not in budget

How does it support special funding

What are you going to do to help

me today?

Primary Goal: Budget - within budget or slightly

below 

Staying on top of things, run as smoothly as

possible, not blamed for anything going wrong

Have power to pull contract

They are the red tape

They want to make sure everyone is at the table 

Rarely making the full decision

Our software gives them oversight 

Gives insight into spending buckets 

Depreciation

Understanding funding sources

Audits – puts mind at ease

Stakeholder buy in + price

Compliance and Risk Reliance on other’s

knowledge, research and opinions for what to

approve in the budget.   

Staying up-to-date on the latest technologies

and curriculum items available to meet the

district’s strategic learning initiative. 

Balancing staying on track with the strategic

vision and managing the day-to-day operations

of the district



Kathy, in Curriculum

Title:

Demographic:

Indentifiers:

Says things like:

Goals

Challenges

What we can do

Common objectives

Library, Director of Curriculum

Female

25-65

Depends on title (media

coordinator, librarians)

Want to be helpful 

Well respected

Nothing gets passed them 

Like to socialize and get together

about best practices

Always right 

She doesn’t want to change

Not broken, don’t fix it 

She is only one person

Tired of technology coming to her

to ask questions, not her job

I am overwhelmed

I just gave you books

Make sure teachers have what they need –

want to solve it all 

First group to either put in a ticket or solve a

ticket (GH Technicians)

Deal with distribution

Don’t ask for help or support 

Don’t want to pay for support 

Don’t know best practices, do what’s told and do it

for a long time

Change is scary

We make it easier for Kathy 

Offer support, training, user friendly system for

issuing out assets 

Counting vs. barcoding – saving time and

resources 

Not the biggest decision makers

Resistance to changes in education – moving

education forward + resistance and gaps between

new and veteran teachers 

Gaining buy-in for their strategies from

leadership 

Not enough resources available to develop

curriculum and educational resources – 

both Time and Money Pressures from the state,

including changing legislation, budgets and

anything else “coming down the pipe.”



Tony, the Technician

Title:

Demographic:

Indentifiers:

Says things like:

Goals

Challenges

What we can do

Common objectives

Tech Specialist

Male

18-40

Fast learner

Going to try to trip us up and poke holes

in our process, they care about the

backend of software

Coders

Direct and evaluates features and specs. 

Care about features that make life easier

Set up integrations – ask how do I make

this work?

End user/power user

Our champions

Tim to Tony – “Do you like this?”

“Another broken screen?!”

“You broke it doing what?” / “You did what

to what?” 

Your mom/dog what….?

You need help with what?/you think I

should do what?

I’m working on something else, how urgent

(when do you need it done by)?

Have you put in a ticket?

Staff and students have the tools they need to

be successful.

To be efficient, no wasting time/ no repeat

work and a system in place to address those

issues.

Being pulled in a million directions.

Managing issue priority based on end user. 

Not having the right resources to do their job

(helpdesk, certs, tools, board/super/director

that understands their challenges). 

Tension due to high department turnover.

Give them a tool to do their job.

Ease of use – ticket submission is utilized 

SLAs/Knowledge base/workflows (heavy lifting

removed).

End users like what they have already – change

is hard.

We  can’t get Tim to listen to us. 

Lack of funds.

I need buy-in from other departments

(operations/facilities/ma/cirr./purchasing).


